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1. Introduction. Let o be a commutative ring with identity. A

semi-prime operation on o is a mapping a—>ctp of o-ideals into o-ideals

which satisfies all the conditions of a prime operation in the sense of

Krull [l ; 2], except that one does not require that (xa)j, = x(a)p for all

xGo and all ideals a. Specifically, a semi-prime operation satisfies the

conditions

(i)      a ç a*,

(ii)      a ç b implies that ap C b„,
(1) ...

(iii)   app = ap,

(iv) apbp ç (ab)p.

Formal consequences [5] of the foregoing definition are (v) 0j, = 0,

(vi) (apbp)p= (ab)p, (vii) apCbp and c arbitrary imply that (ac)p

C(bc)p, (viii) (Ea ia)p=(E« (o«)?)?, and (ix) 0a(aa)P= (C\a(aa)p)p,

where (viii) and (ix) are arbitrary sums and intersections, respec-

tively.

The identity operation a—>a and the radical operation a-^Rad a are

trivial examples of semi-prime operations. If 0 is an integrally closed

domain and if aa is the integral completion of a (see [l ; 2]), it is well

known that the a-operation a—>oa is a prime operation. If 0 is an

arbitrary integral domain the a-operation is still a semi-prime opera-

tion. In §6 it is shown by a variation of the classical argument that

the a-operation is always a semi-prime operation, even if 0 is not an

integral domain.

If a is an o-ideal let va(x)=n in case xGct" and xGu"+1 and let

va(x) = co in case xGct"1 for all m. Rees proved [4] that limn<00 va(xn)/n

exists for all x G 0 and that the function va defined by t>a(x)

= \imn^xva(xn)/n is a homogeneous pseudo-valuation on 0. The

asymptotic completion of the ideal a is defined to be

(2) as= {xE 0: i„(x) ^ l}.

In case 0 is noetherian, this definition of asymptotic completion of an
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ideal is equivalent to one given by Samuel [ó], and furthermore, the

5-operation a—>a, is precisely the a-operation [3; 4].

In this paper the following result is proven for the arbitrary (not

necessarily noetherian) case:

Theorem. The s-operation a—>a, is always a semi-prime operation

which satisfies the cancellation law

(3) (ac), Ç (bc)s and a ÇZ Rad c together imply that a, Ç fj„.

Moreover, a, = b, if and only if vtt = ñ.

A consequence of the cancellation law (3) is that, if (ac),= (bc),

and a+bCRad c, then a„ = bs.

However, the 5-operation is in general not the same as the co-

operation, although it is always true that aaQa¡. In particular, (xo),

need not be xo, even if o is an integrally closed domain. In §5 a char-

acterization is given of those integral domains in which all principal

ideals are asymptotically complete.2

2. Preliminary results. By definition of a homogeneous pseudo-

valuation, Va satisfies the conditions

(i) va(x ± y) ^ min (va(x), va(y)),

(4) (ii)        va(xy) ^ va(x) + va(y),

(iii)        ^(x") = nva(x) for all positive integers «.

It follows that a¡ as defined by (2) is an ideal. Also, one easily sees

that
(i)   a QÍ3  implies that va ̂  %,

(ii) va ̂  ñ implies that a, Ç b„.

Lemma 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that ua(x)^a>0 is

that for every rational number 0<p/q<a there exists a positive integer

k such that xqkEo.pk. In particular, if x£as, then for every positive

integer n, there exists a positive integer k such that x(n+1)*£<in*.

Proof. va(x) =sup{^0(x")/w: « a positive integer}.

Proposition 2. 2/ a and b are ideals and if x£o, then

1 1 1
(i)   -^-+-,

Vab(x) Va(x)        %(x)

1
(ii)    va"(x) = — va(x),       « a positive integer,

n

2 An ideal a is asymptotically complete, or s-complete, in case a, — a.
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Proof. Assume x£Rad ab, for otherwise (i) reduces to »^«¡.

This implies that va(x)—a>0 and vb(x)=ß>0. If 0<n/m<a and

0 <p/q <ß then by Lemma 1 there exist/ and k such that xm>Ean' and

XQk £ jjp^ Tt follows that x{-mp+n'¡)ik E (ab)np>k. Hence ö„b(x)

1znp/(mp-\-nq). To obtain (i) let n/m-^a and p/q-^ß.

If 0<p/q<vna(x) then for some k, xqkEo.npk. This implies that

Va(x) ̂ n(p/q), which in turn implies that va(x) ^.nvan(x). The opposite

inequality required for (ii) follows from (i).

Proposition 3. 2"/ a and bareideals, then for all x£o, lim,,-.«, nvanb(x)

exists. Moreover, the value of the limit is va(x) if x£Rad b, and is zero

otherwise. In particular, if uÇRad b, then for all x£o,

lim nva"b(x) = va(x).
n—»w

Proof. Since a'bÇa" it follows by (5) and Proposition 2 that

nvanbisnîJan = va. On the other hand, if x£Rad b, it is seen from

Proposition 2 that

i r i i
lim sup- ^ lim sup-1-

n-.=o    nva%(x) n->»    l_Äa(x)     nh(x)

1

va(x)

Thus va(x) ^lim inf„.,M nvanb(x) :Slim sup,,-«, nvanb(x) ^va(x).

3. Proof of Theorem. From definition (2) and conditions (5) it

follows that the 5-operation satisfies (i) and (ii) of (1). It now will be

shown that (iv) of (1) holds, that is

(6) a¡b¡ c (ab),.

For, suppose that x£a, and yEb¡. If « is a positive integer there

exists by Lemma 1 a positive integer k such that x(n+1)*£a"* and

y("+u><Ebnk. Hence (xy)in+1)kE(ab)nk. This implies that vttb(xy)^l,

which establishes (6). A consequence of (6) is that by induction, for

every positive integer n,

(a„)n Ç (a»),.

To establish that the 5-operation satisfies condition (iii) of (1) it

will be sufficient to show that for all x£o

(7) va(x) = va,(x).

Suppose 0<r/t<Va,(x). It follows that for suitable k,

xtk E (as)Tk Q (ar*)3.

Hence va(x) =rkv«rk(x) = (r/t)vark(xtk) ^r/t. It is thus seen that va(x)
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stvat(x). The opposite inequality required for (7) follows from the

fact that aÇus.

Now it will be shown that the cancellation law (3) holds. From

(etc) s Ç (be) s it follows that

(a2c). Q (abc)s ç (£>2c)s,

and by induction it is seen that

(a-c). £ (b"c)3.

Hence for all n, (unc)s£(b")s, which implies that

1

n

Since aCRad c, Proposition 3 yields that

Va = lim nvttnc ^ %.

Hence asçibs.

The last statement of the Theorem follows from (7).

4. Remarks. A principal ideal need not be 5-complete, even if o

is an integrally closed domain. For example, let K[x, y] be the poly-

nomial ring in two indeterminates over a field K. Consider the valua-

tion v defined on K~[x, y] as follows: If f(x, y) = Ea<¿xV> tnen v(f)

= min{(i,j):aij9£0} where the pairs (i, j) are ordered lexicograph-

ically. The associated valuation ring Rv is a rank 2, discrete valuation

ring. The maximal ideal of Rv is Mv = yP„. The other nonzero prime

ideal is P= (xy~m: m= 1, 2, • • • )RV. Obviously xRv is a proper sub-

ideal of P. However, (xRv)s = P. To show this it will be sufficient to

show that xy~mE(xRv)s for all positive m. Clearly for any w^l,

(xy_m)n+1 = xn(xy_m("+1>), and hence (xy~m)n+1 ExnRv- This implies

that xy-mE(xRv)s.

The radical restriction in the cancellation law (3) is essential. Con-

sider the valuation ring Rv in the foregoing example. It is easy to

verify that MVP = P = M%P, and that (M?), = M? for all ». Hence

(MvP),Q(MtP)s but (Af.).í(Af,2).. However, it is noted that

M.çTRad P = P.

5. A result for integral domains. In §4 it was pointed out that in

general a principal ideal was not s-complete. The following proposi-

tion characterizes those integral domains in which all principal ideals

are j-complete. Let K be the field of quotients of an integral domain

0. An element aEK is almost integral over o in case there exists a non-
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zero y Go such that yanGo for all n. The set of all elements in K

which are almost integral over o forms an overring o of o. If o = o

then o is said to be completely integrally closed. See [l].

Proposition 4. All principal ideals in an integral domain o are

s-complete if and only if o is completely integrally closed.

Proof. Assume o is completely integrally closed. If x, y^O and

y G (xo)s, then for each positive integer n there exists a positive integer

kn such that y<."+»k«Exnkno. It follows that (y"+1/xn)*nGo, and hence

yn+1/xn is integral over o for each n. But o completely integrally

closed implies that o is integrally closed. Thus for all n, y(y/x)n

= yn+1/x"Gu. From the hypothesis it follows that y/xGo, and hence

yGxo.
On the other hand assume that every principal ideal is s-closed.

If y/xEK is almost integral over o, then for some nonzero zEo,

z(y/x)nEo for all n. Hence zy"Gx"o for all n. It follows that

(zy)n+1 = yzn(zy")EyznxnoÇ:(zx)no. This implies that zyG(zxo), = zxo.

Hence y/xGo.

6. The a-operation. An element xGo is integral over an ideal a in

case for some n there exist a.-Ga', i=l, • • • , n, such that

x" + aixn_1 + • ■ • + an = 0.

The set of all elements integral over a is denoted by aa. In case 0 is

an integral domain it is well known [2] that

, s xGcta iff there exists a finitely generated nonzero

ideal b such that xbCctb.

From this it easily follows that a„ is an ideal, called the integral com-

pletion of a, and that the a-operation a—>a„ is a semi-prime operation

for which the following cancellation law holds:

If both (uc)aÇ(bc)a an^ ca = Ca' for some finitely generated nonzero

ideal c', then aaQba-

In case o is not necessarily an integral domain a variation of the

classical argument shows the following modification of (8) to hold:

( i) xGûa iff there exists a finitely generated

ideal b such that both xGRad b and xbÇctb.

(9)    (ii) The ideal b above can be chosen so that its

radical contains any finite number of elements in

the radical of a.

From (9) it still follows that aa is an ideal and that the a-operation is a
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semi-prime operation. Moreover, the following cancellation law,

shown by Nagata [3] to hold in the noetherian case, holds in general:

If (ac)aC(bc)a, if Ca = Ca for some finitely generated ideal c', and if a

is contained in every minimal prime ideal of (0) in which c is contained,

then aaQba.

Finally, it will be noted that from (9(i)) and (3) it follows that

OaÇZa, always. This result also follows directly from the definition of

aa. See [4; 5].
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